2-Day In-Person Seminar

Biostatistics for the Non-Statistician
By: Elaine Eisenbeisz, Owner, Omega Statistics

Location: San Francisco, CA | March 23-24, 2020

The Society of Clinical Research Associates (SOCRA - www.SOCRA.org) accepts documentation of candidate participation in
continuing education programs for recertification if the program is applicable to clinical research regulations, operations or
management, or to the candidate’s clinical research therapeutic area. This program offers 12 hours of CE credit.

SPEAKER

Elaine Eisenbeisz,

Owner, Omega Statistics

Elaine Eisenbeisz is a private practice statistician and owner of Omega Statistics, a statistical consulting firm based in Southern California. Elaine has over 30 years
of experience in creating data and information solutions for industries ranging from governmental agencies and corporations, to start-up companies and individual
researchers.
Elaine’s love of numbers began in elementary school where she placed in regional and statewide mathematics competitions. She attended University of California,
Riverside, as a National Science Foundation scholar, where she earned a B.S. in Statistics with a minor in Quantitative Management, Accounting. Elaine received her
Master’s Certification in Applied Statistcs from Texas A&M, and is currently finishing her graduate studies at Rochester Institute of Technology. Elaine is a member in
good standing with the American Statistical Association as well as many other professional organizations. She is also a member of the Mensa High IQ Society. Omega
Statistics holds an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau.
Elaine has designed the methodology for numerous studies in the clinical, biotech, and health care fields. She currently is an investigator on approximately 10 proton
therapy clinical trials for Proton Collaborative Group, based in Illinois. She also designs and analyzes studies as a contract statistician for nutriceutical and fitness
studies with QPS, a CRO based in Delaware. Elaine has also worked as a contract statistician with numerous private researchers and biotech start-ups as well as
with larger companies such as Allergan and Rio Tinto Minerals. Not only is Elaine well versed in statistical methodology and analysis, she works well with project
teams. Throughout her tenure as a private practice statistician, she has published work with researchers and colleagues in peer-reviewed journals. Please visit the
Omega Statistics website at www.OmegaStatistics.com to learn more about Elaine and Omega Statistics.
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COURSE DESCRIPTION
Statistics is a useful decision-making tool in the clinical research arena. When working
in a field where a p-value can determine the next steps on development of a drug or
procedure, it is imperative that decision makers understand the theory and application of
statistics.
Many statistical softwares are now available to professionals. However, these softwares
were developed for statisticians and can often be daunting to non-statisticians. How do
you know if you are pressing the right key, let alone performing the best test?
This seminar provides a non-mathematical introduction to biostatistics and is designed
for non-statisticians.

And it will benefit professionals who must understand and work with study design and
interpretation of findings in a clinical or biotechnology setting.
The focus of the seminar is to give you the information and skills necessary to understand
statistical concepts and findings as applies to clinical research, and to confidently convey
the information to others.
Emphasis will be placed on the actual statistical (a) concepts, (b) application, and (c)
interpretation, and not on mathematical formulas or actual data analysis. A basic
understanding of statistics is desired, but not necessary.

AGENDA
Day One (8:30 AM - 4:30 PM)

Day Two (8:30 AM - 4:30 PM)

Introduction to Business Continuity

9:00 -10:30 Session 1: Interpreting Statistics – Team Exercise (90 Mins)

Introduction to Standards, Frameworks and Best Practice Areas



9:00 -10:30 Session 1: Why Statistics? (90 Mins)


Do we really need statistical tests?



Sample vs. Population



I’m a statistician not a magician! What statistics can and can’t do



Descriptive statistics and measures of variability

10:30 – 10:45 Break
10:45-12:00 Session 2: The many ways of interpretation (90 Mins)

Team Exercise: Review a scientific paper and learn how to


Interpret statistical jargon



Look for reproducibility, transparency, bias, and limitations



Convey information coherently to non-statisticians

10:30 – 10:45 Break
10:45-12:00 Session 2: Study Power and Sample Size (90 Mins)


Review of p-value, significance level, effect size



Formulas, software, and other resources for computing a sample size

12:00-1:00 Lunch



Confidence intervals



p-values

1:00-2:30 Session 3: Developing a Statistical Analysis Plan (90 Mins)



effect sizes





Clinical vs. meaningful significance

Using FDA guidance as a foundation, learn the steps and criteria needed to
develop a statistical analysis plan (SAP).



An SAP template will be given to all attendees.

12:00-1:00 Lunch
1:00-2:30 Session 3: Common Statistical Tests (90 Mins)

2:30 – 2: 45 Break



Comparative tests

2:45-4:30 Session 4: Specialized topics/Closing Comments/Q&A (90 Mins)



Regression analysis



Comparing Survival Curves



Non-parametric techniques



Logistic Regression



Taking a holistic view to study design and interpretation



Question and Answer session

2:30 – 2: 45 Break
2:45-4:30 Session 4: Bayesian Logic (90 Mins)


A different way of thinking



Bayesian methods and statistical significance



Bayesian applications to diagnostics testing



Bayesian applications to genetics

WHO WILL BENEFIT
Persons working in the medical or health sciences, pharmaceutical and or nutraceutical industries, clinical trials, clinical research, and clinical research organizations, physicians,
medical students, graduate students in the biological sciences, researchers, and medical writers who need to interpret statistical reports will be benefited by attending this seminar.


Physicians



Clinical Research Associates



Clinical Project Managers/Leaders



Sponsors



Regulatory Professionals who use statistical concepts/terminology in reporting



Medical Writers who need to interpret statistical reports
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Registration Form ................................................................................................

Registration Information:




Register Online. Click Here Use your American Express, Visa or MasterCard.
Get your group to attend the seminar at a discounted price call +1-201 871 0474.
Call 201 871 0474 or Fax your PO: 253 663 7224 Pay your check to "PMA Conference Management”
and Mail the check to: PMA PO Box 2303, Falls Church VA 22042. Please fill this form with attendee
details and payment details and fax it to 253 663 7224

Terms & Conditions
Your Registration for the seminar is subject to following terms and conditions. If you need any clarification before registering for this seminar
please call us @ 201 871 0474 or email us @ register@pmaconference.com

Cancellations and Substitutions
Written cancellations through fax or email (from the person who has registered for this conference) received at least 10 calendar days prior to the start date of the event will
receive a refund — less a $300 administration fee. No cancellations will be accepted — nor refunds issued — within 10 calendar days from the start date of the event. On
request by email or fax (before the seminar) a credit for the amount paid minus administration fees ($300) will be transferred to any future ComplianceOnline event and a
credit note will be issued. Substitutions may be made at any time. No-shows will be charged the full amount. We discourage onsite registrations, however if you wish to
register onsite payment to happen through credit card immediately or check to be submitted onsite. Conference material will be given on the spot if it is available after
distributing to other attendees. In case it is not available we will send the material after the conference is over. In the event ComplianceOnline cancels the seminar,
ComplianceOnline is not responsible for any airfare, hotel, other costs or losses incurred by registrants. Some topics and speakers may be subject to change without notice.

Biostatistics for the Non-Statistician Mar 23 & Mar 24, 2020 San Francisco, CA
Seminar Topic: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Date & Location: Mar 23 & Mar 24, 2020.....DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel San Francisco Airport, 835 Airport Blvd., Burlingame, CA 94010
Attendee Details:

Registration : $1699

Name

Title

Email

Attendee 1
Attendee 2
Attendee 3
Attendee 4
Email address (so you can receive order acknowledgements, updated news, product information and special offers)

Company Information
Organization .......................................................................................
............................................................................................................
Address ..............................................................................................
............................................................................................................
City .....................................................................................................
State .............................................................. Zip...............................
Country ...............................................................................................
Phone ........................................... Fax ..............................................

Payment Options
Check enclosed, payable in U.S. funds to ComplianceOnline (MetricStream, Inc.)
C Charge to:

Visa

MasterCard

American Express

Credit card no. ...................................................................................................................
Expiration date ...................................................................................................................
Total amount $ ...................................................................................................................
Signature ...........................................................................................................................
(Signature required on credit card and bill-me orders.)

Print name..........................................................................................................................
Bill me/my company $ ..................................................................................................
Purchase order # ...............................................................................................................
(Payment is required by the date of the conference.)
Please fill this form with attendee details and payment details
and fax it to 201 871 0474

